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Up/art 8 (apartheid) art activism and archives

Aim
To introduce the story of my archive of activism from the last decade of
Apartheid South Africa.

Material
A collection of drawings, photographs, slides, videos and a newspaper

Audience: An area of mutual respect
The workshop room: The archive was laid out on tables. To display the raw
items, the tables were arranged in a U shape in the centre of the room,
with audio-visual projections alongside them.

printed series.

The design of the space, with the help of Didem Yildirim, was to keep

Venue

tissue paper and we had gloves for the audience to use. I wanted to reveal

Tensta Konsthall, Stockholm - April 2019

a free flow of engagement. All the tables were covered with protective
the archive, uncover the tissue paper with my audience and also get them
involved in helping me. It allowed the sharing of the sense of excitement

Date: 9th April 2019

and self-discovery of something precious.

Time: 6pm - 8pm
Duration: 2 hours

Tensta: Stockholm (Research preparation)
Tensta is ta dynamical vibrant suburb. Therefore I was appreciative of the
invitation from the Director Cecilia Widenheim of Tensta Konsthall to
host my exam project there with the help of my project advisor Matts
Leiderstam.
Arriving at Tensta took me back to my Internship Project 2018. My project
was based in Kliptown South Africa, a similar community on the outskirts
of the city. This research period was crucial to get to know the ethos of the
institution and the community it served. The Director was kind enough
to arrange for me to meet a local poet/artist and staff member Makda
Embaie to give me some insight and a brief tour of the Tensta suburb.

Tensta Konsthall
My role as a facilitator was to use a “dialogical” approach that was inclusive,
to engage with my invited audience.
Positively, I was making my presentation from a lived experience being a
living link and ‘custodian’ to this archive of 30 years. The journey from South
Africa, via United Kingdom finally to Sweden that both I and the archive
had travelled was equally central to its story. Thus I had to communicate,
verbalise and give voice to absent voices, images and objects.

The layout of the archive provided the structure in which I could improvise
and travel through the stories along with my audience. This improvisational
approach allowed for a more vulnerability to both listen and talk.
I began to unpack my archive, like the unmarked graves of ideas lost in
battle. These where omitted stories of art activism and personal memories
of artists working in the Afrika Cultural Centre and the Dhlomo Theatre
(1983-1993). These artists used radical performances and creative
workshops under the theme of “pedagogy for liberation”, developing a
serialised 20 week theatre manual for young black youth.
Theatre was used as vehicle to mobilise and build a critical thinking, drawing
on various anti-colonialist intellectuals.
In the last segment we continue our open discussion on how archive can
be a platform for social justices and the how it could animate new forms of
art activism.
Finally as a mature student, it gave me the space to reassess my own
learnt experience and its significance on my present day drawing practice.
Clifford Charles
2019
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DRAWINGS
METAMORPHOSIS SERIES
Fragments In The Sun poetry / Political rallies performances
Dhlomo Theatre: The first black theatre in South Africa

Fragments in the Sun
Poetry collections and performance poetry, with its links to
African praise singers, who spoke with a forked tongue were
very popular in political rallies.

Birth of an African Theatre
This text extract was on the inside cover of Fragments in
the sun book which secretly published and smuggled to be
launched at the 3rd World Radical book Fair
(London 1985).

DRAWINGS
METAMORPHOSIS SERIES
Fragments In The Sun poetry / Political rallies performances
Dhlomo Theatre: The first black theatre in South Africa

Dhlomo Theatre
The first Black theatre in South Africa (and later closed
down by the secret police).
Black people were not allowed to rent or live in the city, so
we found an old abattoir and converted into a theatre space.
This was largely due to not finding a home for our work and
the comprising one had to make in mostly liberal Theatre
spaces.
After just two productions and with constant police
surveillance, the theatre was closed down by the secret
police. Unfortunately, we did not get much support to
reopen from the established liberal left communities.
The second photograph shows Benjy Francis with Bishop
Tutu at the opening day of the Dhlomo Theatre.

iBlues Train
iBlues Train was an early workshop street performance
about homeless people in Johannesburg. The play was
about people that survived on the edge of society, with
the debauchery, mutilation and care. This blurring of
life and performance we used a lot even years later with
Street Children, in ‘When Locusts Come’ which became
provocative with public audiences.
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DRAWINGS
METAMORPHOSIS SERIES
Fragments In The Sun poetry / Political rallies performances
Dhlomo Theatre: The first black theatre in South Africa

Night of the Long Wake
The first play, “Night of the Long Wake”, directed by Benjy
Francis, reflected on the generational conflict in Soweto
June 16, where school children protested about apartheid’s
education system.

A Walk in the Night
The second production of “A Walk in the Night” directed by
Bheki Peterson explored the gender and race relationship of
maids and madams.

Afrika Cultural Centre Brochure
Describing the vision and plans of the Centre.

DRAWINGS
METAMORPHOSIS SERIES
Fragments In The Sun poetry / Political rallies performances
Dhlomo Theatre: The first black theatre in South Africa

Burning Embers
Play exploring the in-between space of Post &
Neocolonialism and conflicts that occur in a transitional
society. The clashes between the Freedom fighter,
interrogator, collaborator and politician.
This play toured Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 1986.

3 handed play series poster
3 handed play series directed by Benjy Francis & poster
designed by Clifford Charles. Mountain of Volcano was the
poetry performance from Fragments in the sun by poet
Essop Patel.
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DRAWINGS
METAMORPHOSIS SERIES
Fragments In The Sun poetry / Political rallies performances
Dhlomo Theatre: The first black theatre in South Africa

Metamorphosis series drawings
These drawings were smuggled past roadblocks to political
rallies in Soweto. The regime’s police surrounded these
rallies in Casspirs (“Yellow Mellows”) outside with teargas,
guns and dogs.
These rallies became emotively charged gatherings, even
anniversaries of political deaths and funerals served as
platforms for political-cultural artistic interventions.
We used performance poetry and paper murals as backdrops
at these events to help mobilise our community audiences.
Unfortunately, universities were seen as the preserves of the
dominant culture of the regime.

DRAWINGS
METAMORPHOSIS SERIES
Fragments In The Sun poetry / Political rallies performances
Dhlomo Theatre: The first black theatre in South Africa

Triptych
It was against the State of Emergency laws to record the
Police so I stripped them of their uniforms, kept the whips
(samboks) and batons with their tear gas masks.
These drawings where an attempt to understand the
violence, state violence and whether violence is engendered.
It’s a pencil drawing that was part of my childhood
experience, for I have since shifted into charcoal and can’t
seem to go back to pencil.
This was my first drawing which I presented at my university,
about the lived reality of my community, which was seen
as separate and opposite to the formal concerns of the
University. This draws parallels concerns to today’s struggle
of de-colonialising the curriculum.
What does it meansand or are there more cyclic questions
that re-appear? If so, why?
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PEDAGOGY OF LIBERATION
CREATIVE ACT SERIES
The Creative Act Radical Theatre Pedagogical series with workshops

The Creative Act
The Creative Act Radical Theatre Pedagogical 20 week
series with workshops: published in Soweto - rebuilding
South Africa post the release of Nelson Mandela and the
promised euphoria.
The series used radical theatre as a medium to raise social
questions of democracy, gender and race, with an attempt
to mobilise a community consciousness. In addition, the
language theatre formed a disguised to used talk about
systems of liberation.

PEDAGOGY OF LIBERATION
CREATIVE ACT SERIES
The Creative Act Radical Theatre Pedagogical series with workshops
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AFRIKA CULTURAL CENTRE
WORKSHOPS
Afrika Cultural Centre: Arts Pedagogy & Critical Thinking workshops
Kliptown Children’s Art Internship (2018) / Children’s Carnivals (1992-1996)

Workshops
Children Integrated arts workshops:
YMCA (Soweto) - Educare Workers
& Preschool children: approximately
4/5 groups. 50/100 children on
average 500 per day - 2500 per
week. (1989-90).
Young People’ Creative Workshop:
A Saturday programme project for
6 years, for children between 8-12
years old.
Artist in schools programme
“Ikakeng”: A once a week arts
intervention for approximately eight
weeks with a team of artists, from
movement and dance, theatres,
storytelling and games, to visual arts
and music. Plus a gardening project
that worked with the Parent Teacher
Association (PTA).

AFRIKA CULTURAL CENTRE
WORKSHOPS
Afrika Cultural Centre: Arts Pedagogy & Critical Thinking workshops
Kliptown Children’s Art Internship (2018) / Children’s Carnivals (1992-1996)

Children’s Carnivals
Arts Recycle workshops: 1994 1996) from 5,000 to maximum
20,000 children took participated.
“Take to the streets” became
a political rally after our first
democratic elections 1994 - this
“public gesture” was soon deformed
by politicians who used the platform
as a political rally.

The Prince of Kliptown
A lost play based on the reflections
of growing up during Apartheid.
The play is based on the book
“Kliptown Stories”.
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In the sun
they are going to execute a man
with his hands tied behind his back
In the sun
a man jumped out of the window in heaven
with his hands tied behind his back
In the sun
a naked man hanged himself in paradise
with his hands tied behind his back
In the sun
a tree is shedding tears of blood
for its branches are barbed-wired behind its back
In the sun
a dove is weeping for the living
for its wings are barbed-wired behind its back
In the sun
they have killed a man
with his hands tied behind his back
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